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From The Editor’s Desk....

Mr. Jatin Agarwal

Dear Readers,
I would like to thank all the readers and observers for their profuse
response to our previous edition. The journey of this magazine
gives me great satisfaction and contentment.
Our latest edition is back with all the fresh activities in the SPT’s
glory. This edition shall cover all the latest and major events
substantiated by the university. I wish that this edition is also as
enlightening as the previous one. I would also like to congratulate
all the team members of SPT Mirror for their incomparable efforts
in putting up this issue.
Thanking you, Happy Reading !!!
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From The Editor’s Desk....
Dr. Natarajan Madhavan

Welcome to the SPT Mirror,
SPT Mirror is a reflection of the School of Petroleum Technology
and an excellent means to instigate freshers about the magnificent
achievements and triumphant events conducted by the SPT. It
incorporates variety of topics related to various activities, events,
fests, cultural programs etc.
SPT Mirror is for the students and by the students, so we will be
grateful for your assist by sending us shots/pictures of your
industrial training work etc. and we might just use it in the future
issue of the SPT Mirror. I also would like to cordially congratulate
the team of SPT Mirror. We hope you are enlightened and enjoy
reading this issue as well.
Thanking you, Happy Reading !!!
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Faculty Immersion Program

PDPU faculty at Adani Gas ltd. during immersion program

Faculty Immersion program was arranged for PDPU faculties
from all the schools who visited various industries in 2 batches
from 1st -6th December 2017 and 26th –29th December 2017.
Providing energy to seven billion people and to strike a balance
between energy needs and environmental conservation is a great
challenge.
As mandated by MOPNG,
PDPU should strive to be not a
petroleum university but an
energy centric university
focusing on all the Spheres of
energy.
Morning scene of faculty in campus of
Reliance, Jamnagar
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Energetic and
enthusiastic. Shri
Shridhar Tambraparni,
Group Joint President,
Adani Gas Limited
shared his thoughts that
this was the first time he
is seeing faculties
visiting from an
institute.
The industries visited
were Adani Gas
Limited, ONGC, Shell
Hazira LNG and Port,
Reliance Refinery
Jamnagar, GETCO and
Selan exploration
technology.. The
industry personnel’s
were very co-operative.

PDPU faculty during meeting at Shell, Hazira

Faculty exposure within the company premises
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Geothermal Book Release
India has reasonably good potential for geothermal; it can produce
10,600 MW of power. Today Exploration and exploitation of geothermal
energy is in nascent stage in India. But there are very few books or
comprehensive literature available, describing the geological and
engineering aspects of the subject and its relevance in the India scenario.

Book release by Dr. Sircar, Mr. Arun K.Singhal, Prof. T.K.K. Reddy, Prof.
Subhash Shah, Ms. Kriti Yadav (Left to right)
With this end in view, Prof (Dr.)Anirbid Sircar, Director, School of
Petroleum Technology, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU)
and Head-Centre of Excellence for Geothermal Energy (CEGE) and
Ms.Kriti Yadav, faculty, School of Petroleum Technology, PDPU have
authored a book titled “Harnessing Geothermal Energy: Applications in
India”. The book is published by Technology Publications known name
in publication of technical books for the oil & gas and management
fields.
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Faculty and Staff of PDPU celebrating the book release

The book release was done at the hands of Dr. T. K.K. Reddy, Director
General, PDPU, Prof Subhash Shah, Emeritus Professor, Mewbourne
School of Petroleum and Geological Engineering, University of
Oklahoma and Chair Professor, Shell Total Chair, PDPU and Mr. Arun
K.Singhal, Chairman, Editorial Board and Chief Editor, DEW Journal in
Gandhinagar, Gujarat on November 24, 2017. The book release function
was attended by professors from PDPU, researchers and industry
experts. Experience in the field, discussion with co-workers , attending
international conferences, visit to Kenya helped to develop the contents
of the book.
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6th Convocation of PDPU
PDPU organized its Sixth Convocation day
for students of batch 2013 on Saturday,
September 23, 2017, at 5 PM at PDPU
Campus. The Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Gujarat, Mr. Vijay Rupani and the Hon’ble
Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas and
Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,
Government of India, Mr. Dharmendra
Pradhan were present as the Chief Guest
and the Guest of Honour respectively.
There was a specific Ceremonial dress code
for all the students. Male graduates came in
white or off-white traditional while female
students made their presence in white or
off-white Saari. Merit medal was awarded
to the six students of B.Tech Petroleum
Engineering for thier excellent academic
performance. Kuldeep Chanchalani,
Dharmit Viroja, Bhavin Kamaliya were
awarded Gold, Silver and Bronze Medal
respectively from the batch Upstream
Major. Thakkar Vishv, Agrawal Sagar,
Gaudana Vaibhav were awarded Gold,
Silver and Bronze Medal from the batch
Downstream Major.
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Convocation Photo Gallery
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Industry Connect 2017

A stage to share the opinion for industry and acedamy personnel on Industry connect

Although India’s higher education system contributes about
350,000 engineers and 2,500,000 university graduates annually to
our workforce, at any given time, about 5,000,000 graduates
remain unemployed. A survey done by McKinsey Global Institute
shows that multinationals find only 25% of Indian engineers
employable, and according to NASSCOM, there are over 3,000,000
graduates and postgraduates added every year to the
Indian workforce.
According to ‘National Employability Report’ 2016 (prepared by
Aspiring Minds), which is based on a study of more than 150,000
engineering students who graduated in 2015 from over 650
colleges, 80% of them were unemployable and only 3% had
suitable skills to be employed in software or product market.
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Such large segment of the population
not getting jobs is indeed a grave
problem as it has direct repercussions
not only on the Indian economy and
but the social conditions too. This is a
red-alert situation and requires
urgent attention of the
educationalists and the Industrialists
to come to a common platform and
evolve strategies for strengthening
the ‘Education-Employment Ecosystem’. With this background
Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, Gandhinagar organized
‘Industry Connect – 2017’ event on 01st September, 2017 where
more than 50 industries participated .

Glimpse of decoration for the event
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Col. Prof. Nigam Dave - Director of School
of Liberal Studies, PDPU welcomed all the
guest with his opening remarks ‘PDPU is
having a keen focus on how to have a
sustained connection with the
Industry as the Industries are the real
partners of the Academia’.
Dr. Nigam Dave, Director SLS

Dr. H. B. Raghavendra- Director of School of
Technology, PDPU expressed that using this
platform the university would like to display
its capabilities in terms of pursuing research on
the problems which the industry is currently
facing. This would enhance the quality of the
research work.

Dr. H. B. RaghavendraDirector, SOT

Dr. Anirbid Sircar- Director, School of
Petroleum Technology, PDPU welcomed
the industrial delegates and expressed that
Industry Connect 2017’ is having a specific
mandate of reducing the gap
between the Industry and the Academia.
Dr. Anirbid SircarDirector, SPT
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Dr. T.K.K.Reddy, Director
General, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum
University gave a detailed presentation
outlining the achievements and milestones
of PDPU during 2007-2017 which he
clubbed under the title PDPU 1.0
Dr. T.K.K. Reddy, DG, PDPU
He applauded the remarkable growth of the
10 year old PDPU which culminated in securing a high A grade
(CGPA of 3.39 on a scale of 4) from from National Assessment and
Accreditation Council (an autonomous body established by the
University Grants Commission (UGC) of India to assess and accredit
institutions of higher education in the country) however, he said that
it is just the beginning and we have a long journey to undertake.
Dr. Gopal Krishnan- Director, School of
Petroleum Management, PDPU expressed his
deep sense of gratitude and formally proposed
the ‘Vote of Thanks’. He expressed that the visit
of the Industries to an academic institution is of
great importance and it will open the gates of
new Era of teaching learning process. He also
extended a standing invitation to all them and
wished a continued engagement with them.

Dr. Gopal KrishnanDirector, SPM
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Shri D V Shastry- ED-HR, GAIL at the
outset congratulated the concept of Rural
Internship which the PDPU students
undertake emphasizing that it is a nice way of
retaining our cultural values. He expressed
his concern to the fact the fundamentals of
the students regarding the various subjects
are very weak. He also emphasized the
importance of Moral Education focussing
Ethics and Corporate Governance should be
included in the curriculum. He also
emphasized the students to take the
opportunity of Industrial Internships very
seriously and rigorously.
Mr. S S Agarkar- Asst. Vice President, Godrej
& Boyce Mfg. Co. remarked ‘Every industry
is different’ and has different requirements.
Putting forward his company’s priority he
said that we need more of innovation and
more of automation and emphasized on
‘Deep Understanding’. At the end, he
extended invitation to the faculty members of
PDPU to Godrej.

Shri D V Shastry ED-HR, GAIL

Mr. S S Agarkar- Asst. Vice
President, Godrej & Boyce
Mfg. Co. 15

Mr Jagannath Oleti- Head ,HR, Heavy
Engineering IC, L&T expressed the
importance of learning and urged the faculty
to inculcate the habit of keen observation and
arousing curiosity in the students through the
process of learning.
Mr Jagannath Oleti- Head ,HR,
Heavy Engineering IC, L&T

Mr. Rajan Desai- International
Coordinator, HTRI , Mr. S. D. Navare,
Vice President, L&T Hydrocarbon
Engineering and Mr. Manan Sharma also
emphasized on the important concepts
like being innovative, improved soft skills
and forming ‘industry-ready’ graduates.

Mr. S. D. Navare- Vice
President, L&T
Hydrocarbon

Mr. Rajan Desai- International
Coordinator, HTRI

Mr. S. D. Navare- Vice President, L&T
Hydrocarbon Engineering said that in the era
of innovation it is very difficult to find out
what are the specific skills which are needed
for a particular task. So he commented that the
universities should focus in training the
students matching the present requirements of
the Industry.
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3rd International Conference on Geothermal Energy

The global energy sector is facing
challenges like sharp increase in
demand, climate change, and
shortage of fossil fuel. Geothermal
energy is one such clean,
sustainable and renewable source
of energy. Centre of Excellence
Geothermal Energy, PDPU hosted
the 3rd International Conference on
Geothermal Energy: Exploration
and Exploitation on 17th January,
2018. The conference saw an
eminent presence from various
geothermal organizations and
institutions like Iceland
GeoSurvey, Verkis (Iceland),
Geological Survey of India, State
Nodal Agencies from Maharashtra
and Jammu and Kashmir. Experts
from different spectra of
geothermal fraternity discussed
about geothermal exploration and
exploitation activities carried out
to harness the geothermal energy.

Dr. Anirbid Sircar,Head CEGE
addressing during CEGE
conference

Participants from various
countries in the conference
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PDPU Unite Alumni Connect 2.0
School of Petroleum Technology in
association with all the students chapters
organized PDPU UNITE 2018 | Alumni
Connect 2.0. on 9th feb,2018. The event
began with the visionary words of Dr.
Anirbid Sircar, Director SPT, and Dr.
Dr. Subhash Shah addressing
Subhash Shah, Shell Total Chair
the meeting
Professor, PDPU.
This was Followed by a talk on the
role of “The Reservoir Engineer”
by Mr. Ankit Bansal, Senior
Reservoir Engineer, OIL.
“Petrosuite Flying” a roundtable
session on “Opportunities outside
Gujarat” was also organised which
was moderated by Dr. Anirbid
Sircar and Dr. Uttam Kumar Bhui.
Round table discussion with the
alumni

Various SPT alumnus shared
their experience and day to
day hardships faced in the
industry. At the end the meet
was concluded by the cake
cutting and the high tea.
Cake cutting by Mr. Jatin Agarwal, Manager, SPT,
Founding member & Ex-President of SPE PDPU
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Student Chapter Events:
FIPI PDPU SC

Students interacting with Ms. Debanjali Mallick during the event

ABCD (Any Body Can Discuss) on the topic “Petroleum Basics and the
Unconventional Resources” The first event done, targeting the first years to
provide them with a fair understanding of the basic petroleum concepts
clubbed with some demo’s on the concepts of reservoir natural drive
mechanisms, Permeability concepts and the idea & and need for Hydro
fracking. Also, the categories and importance of the unconventional were
described in brief and the students were able to distinguish them in a better
way together with their importance, extraction mechanisms and challenges
faced towards this exploitation etc. This was a successful event with a fair
audience and was able to deliver the right things in the right way so that the
freshmen better understands the subjects in a best simple way. The feedback
was also good that we plan to continue with these events where the audience
is truly benefitted with for their spent time and efforts.
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Dr, Sivakumar P. helping out a student

Extravagant simulation software
workshop on "ProSimulator" was
regimented by FIPI PDPU, in
which the impetus was provided
by Mr. M. Santhosh, Simulation
Engineer, Sim Infosystems
company. His impeccable
expound about every steps of the
software, ameliorated the
knowledge of the students. Day 1
of this two day workshop had
been successfully comprehended
by the courteous students.
Ostensibly, this software practice
will provide them with the
pragmatic sense of the simulation
models worked upon in the
industry.

Students in the lab during workshop

Mr. C.K.Bera, DGM(Chem.)ONGC delivering lecture

FIPI organized a guest lecture with
Mr. C R Bera sir, DGM Chemistry,
ONGC Ahmedabad Asset, on
Drilling fluid and its application
“Drilling Fluid Blood For The
Well” on 15th Feb, 2018. which
discussed the subject well clubbed
with his experience and expertise.
His in depth deliverance included
topics like Drilling Mud
Properties, characteristics, its
functions and complications,
criteria for designing and majorly
the different case studies of his
own experience from different
Fields out of his long 28 yrs of
expertise.
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Society of Petroleum Engineers

Mr. Aniket Sanyal Enlightening the students during a lecture

SPE PDPU Student Chapter organized a Guest lecture on “Well Collision
Risk, Procedures and Scanning Methods” by Mr. Aniket Sanyal. He is an
alumnus of PDPU and currently working as a Directional Drilling Engineer
at Halliburton Overseas Ltd. The lecture started with an insight of Industry,
particularly the Drilling section. Thereafter, the students were briefed about
Well Collision Risks. He also emphasized on Anti-collision Scanning Method,
Travelling Cylinder, Sperry Drilling, Eclipse of Uncertainty etc. In addition
to providing the students with an insight of petroleum industry, he also
shared many day to day challenges that a drilling engineer faces and how
they accomplish it. In his talk, he discussed about various drilling accidents
that had occurred in last few years. His exuberant personality kept us hooked
throughout the session. At last, he shared his experiences and gave away few
words to motivate and inspire the crowd. The overall lecture proved to be a
great learning experience for curious minds and will prove to be beneficial
in the years to come.
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SPE FEST 2017
SPE PDPU student chapter organized the annual fest from 3rd to
5th November, 2017. The fest was comprise of various kinds of
Technical and non-technical events. Below is the glimpse of the
event,
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Mr. Palash Agarwal delivering a lecture

SPE PDPU Student Chapter
organised a guest lecture on
“Midstream: Bridging the Gap
between Upstream and
Downstream” by Mr. Palash
Agarwal, Manager (Operations),
Mt. Meru Petroleum Ltd and Ex
Vice President, SPE PDPU
Student Chapter. This lecture
proved to be both really helpful
and interesting. It gave us an
insight about midstream industry
and its different operations. He
also spoke about different skills
that a Petroleum Engineer must
possess in order to excel in the
industry.

Mr. Sulatn explaining during a lecture

Under the banner of
Ambassador Lecturer Program
by SPE International, SPE
PDPU Student Chapter hosted a
young Professional, Mr. Sultan
Alimuddin, Drilling Fluid
Engineer, M-I Swaco,
Schlumberger and alumnus,
PDPU. The keynote for the
lecture was "Drilling For
Freshers". From the Spudidng
to the installation of a BOP, he
explained all the aspects of
drilling. This was a very
interactive lecture in which
students were asking the
question raising in their mind
and got their doubt clear.
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American Association of Petroleum Geologists:

On 13th November, AAPG PDPU SC
conducted a guest lecture on
"Workover Services and Practices" for
all the students of SPT. Mr. Khamosh
Patel was the speaker who works as
Assistant Executive Engineer
(Production) in ONGC and has a good
experience in the domain of workover
services in Cambay asset. Mr.Patel
elobarated on very deep insights of
the various workover techniques and
practices involved in ONGC which
enlighted the curious students.

Mr.Khamosh Patel(AEE,ONGC)
delivering a lecture

At the end of the
session AAPG
presented a momento
to Mr. Khamosh Patel
as an act of
appreciation.
Enlightened students during the lecture
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News
Trinidad Drilling considers sale as Canadian E&P activity slumps

Trinidad Drilling Ltd., which provides contract drilling services in
North America and the Middle East, is considering selling itself as
years of slumping drilling activity in Canada weighs on revenue.

A potential sale is one option the Calgary-based company is
considering as it undertakes a strategic review, which also may
result in a the divestiture of some assets or a strategic partnership.
Drilling activity has been sluggish in Canada, where Trinidad has
almost half of its rigs, with the number of wells completed rising
just 1.8% to 6,138 last year, according to the Canadian Association
of Oilwell Drilling Contractors. That’s still below the 6,199 wells
drilled in 2015. Trinidad’s revenue has fallen by more than half
since 2014.
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News
Anadarko Petroleum
Corporation
(NYSE: APC) today
announced
Mozambique LNG1
Company Pte. Ltd., the jointly owned sales entity of the
Mozambique Area 1 co-venturers, has entered into a long-term LNG
Sale and Purchase Agreement (SPA) with Électricité deFrance, S.A.,
(EDF). The off-take agreement calls for the supply of 1.2 million
tonnes per annum (MTPA) for a term of 15 years. "EDF is one of the
world's largest electric utilities, and reaching this SPA continues to
validate Mozambique LNG's position as a competitive long-term
LNG supplier and as one of the world's leading greenfield projects,"
said Mitch Ingram, Anadarko executive V.P. of International &
Deepwater Operations and Project Management. "Mozambique LNG
is unique in its ability to supply LNG to a variety of geographic
locations to serve its customers, and this SPA gives us flexible access
to Europe, which is one of our key strategic markets "The Anadarkooperated Mozambique LNG project will be Mozambique's first
onshore LNG development, initially consisting of two LNG trains
with total nameplate capacity of 12.88 MTPA to support the
development of the Golfinho/Atum fields located entirely within
Offshore Area.
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News
Coal-fired power plants to run at 60% capacity utilisation in 2019
Capacity utilisation of coal-fired power plants are expected to hover
between 60% and 62% in 2018-19
because of large capacity additions in the past five years, feels India
Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra). Capacity utilisation of coal-based
thermal power plants are unlikely
to coal-based thermal power
plants are unlikely to fall below 60
percent in FY19, even under a
blue-sky scenario where in solar
addition increases to 18 gigawatts
(GW) annually while a new coalbased capacity of 8 GW is added.
However, coal-based thermal
Coal fire power plant
power plants operating below 60 percent PLFs would continue to face
challenges in meeting their debt service obligations. It however says,
that central government-owned utilities are positioned more
favourably than private developers, given their ability to better
manage counterparty, fuel and off-take risks. This prompted the
analysis firm to keep its outlook for the sector at stable-to-negative
for FY19, despite visible improvements in the financial health of
select distribution companies and lower dependence of
generating companies on imported coal.
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News
Successful start-up of world’s largest wet gas sulfuric acid plant
Bestgrand Chemical Group has announced the successful start-up of its wet
gas sulfuric acid (WSA) plant – the world’s largest with a production capacity
of 300,000 tons of sulfuric acid per year. The plant will treat 131,000 tons of
acid gas over-the-fence per year from the neighbouing world-scale refinery
plant operated by a joint venture between CNOOC (China National Offshore
Oil Corporation) and Shell in
Huizhou City, China. Bestgrand
Chemical Group has focused on the
environmental benefits from using
WSA to capture gaseous sulfur and
convert it into commercial grade
Sulphuric acid. It has also been a
deciding factor that both the energy
efficiency and the heat recovery of
the process are very high. The
company predicts to reduce carbon
A picture of an oil refinery
dioxide emissions by 220 Mtpy and to
reduce sulfur (SO2) emissions to a level 50% lower than what is required of
the sulfuric acid industry."Haldor Topsoe is proud to be awarded the license,
engineering design, tech service, and hardware & catalyst contract for the
world’s largest WSA plant by Bestgrand Chemical Group. The successful
start-up is a milestone for the WSA technology both in China and globally.
and it proves that this technology has an important role to play in reducing
harmful sulfur emissions in a commercially sound way," says Frank Lei,
Senior Sales Director, Topsoe in China.
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